Healthcare Organization Leverages
Analytics Center of Excellence (ACE),
Targeting $150M in Savings
Optimizing Kronos® Analytics to accelerate enterprise
cost cutting initiative, while balancing goals for patient care
CHALLENGE
Seeking to drive significant cost reductions without affecting the quality of
patient care, this health system recognized that the most intelligent and
informed path required the ability to discern which data would yield the
greatest impact toward financial targets, and patient and employee
satisfaction goals. Following the successful implementation of Kronos®
timekeeping, scheduling and analytics in partnership with Workforce Insight,
this client was committed to putting analytics at the center of its culture and
strategy to continually optimize results.

ANALYTICS
CLIENT PROFILE
Client Platform: Kronos®
Employees: 9,000
Hospitals: 3

SOLUTION
Analytics Center of Excellence (ACE)

Workforce Insight’s Analytics Center of Excellence
(ACE) was chosen to support this organization
throughout its data-driven journey toward
financial and performance improvement - from
initial analytics strategic planning and deployment
to identifying optimal use cases, providing priority
access to analytics experts and guiding strategies
to build an analytics-driven culture of continuous
improvement.

ANALYTICS CENTER OF EXCELLENCE (ACE)

Key service components include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analytics Assessment
Strategic Analytics Planning
KPI & Performance Target Definition
Customized Performance Dashboard –
Development & Deployment
Priority Triage/Access to Analytics Experts
Analytics Asset Library
User Initiated Reports
Analytics Functionality Expansion
Progress Assessment/Adaptation
Analytics & Industry Best Practices
Power User Training & Guidance
ACE Peer Forum

Optimize Your Investment in Kronos® Analytics
Workforce Insight’s Analytics Center of Excellence (ACE) supports Kronos®
customers throughout their analytics journey, delivering analytics and
healthcare expertise to prioritize use cases, uncover hidden savings and drive
ongoing value. Custom performance dashboards are deployed in Kronos®
Analytics for ACE Members, embedding client-specific KPIs and performance
targets to drive ongoing operational and financial improvement.

healthcareworkforceanalytics.com

